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One of the best VR games I've seen so far.. I would absolutely recommend this game if not for the fire maze. The voice acting is
amazing, the mood is great throughout, and then you get to the fire maze. It's a maze where you are being chased by a monster
who can cut through the walls, but the worst part is there are little shortcuts you can go through. How is that bad? They aren't
activated with a button, and they don't care what way you are facing. The last time I played this before uninstalling it I was
sucked back and forth through the same one four times. And then the monster ate me.. Downvoted for inexcusably lazy VR
port. I'm fine with the game being a third person view; I'm fine with not making use of the spatial tracking of motion controls; I
can forgive the really weird switch to a 2D floating screen for cinematics; but trying to play a VR game with a keyboard *that
you can't see while wearing VR goggles* is just ridiculous. It would have been trivial for the developers to map controller inputs
to keyboard inputs, even without motion tracking, but they just couldn't be bothered. Nor did they make any effort at all to
implement known best practices for mitigating motion sickness. Gameplay, puzzles, and storyline are OK, probably would have
neither recommended nor warned against the standard version.. Downvoted for inexcusably lazy VR port. I'm fine with the
game being a third person view; I'm fine with not making use of the spatial tracking of motion controls; I can forgive the really
weird switch to a 2D floating screen for cinematics; but trying to play a VR game with a keyboard *that you can't see while
wearing VR goggles* is just ridiculous. It would have been trivial for the developers to map controller inputs to keyboard inputs,
even without motion tracking, but they just couldn't be bothered. Nor did they make any effort at all to implement known best
practices for mitigating motion sickness. Gameplay, puzzles, and storyline are OK, probably would have neither recommended
nor warned against the standard version.. Incredible VR experience; pure AAA. I hope Ninja Theory can come up with some
more jems like this one. It just goes to show that many of the most astonishing VR games are yet to come, because this is miles
ahead of most.. This is a must play. Hellblade will take you on an emotional journey with a character that you will get to know
on a deeply personal level. If you allow this experience to immerse you, which isn't hard in Hellblade, you WILL feel what
Senua feels on her epic personal quest. First off, the VR implementation is shockingly well done. I was skeptical about a 3rd
person view in VR, but Ninja Theory is showing the industry how to do it right. Not once did I experience motion sickness, and
the only awkwardness comes when the character obscures the view, but Ninja Theory included options to offset the camera's
position to help this and let you customize it to your liking. It isn't the story of Senua specifically that makes this a landmark
experience, it's the execution of the storytelling. I've never played a game where I felt so emotionally tuned-in to a character
than I did with Senua. Character acting is legendary and the motion capture is perfect. Seeing these performances in VR is next-
level amazing. Senua's presence is intensely lifelike and this enhances empathy you feel for her, which only furthers the
experience's greatest strength. This is one of the few, maybe the only game I've played where combat sequences tie directly into
the emotional journey with the character. Senua is smaller and weaker than her imposing opponents and the sense of fear and
fury is real. Some do not like the combat aspect because it's not explicitly FUN, but I don't believe Hellblade's purpose is to be
"fun", but rather to be a deeply emotional journey and combat plays perfectly with this. Sound design is miraculous. I
ABSOLUTELY IMPLORE anyone that plays to experience the whole game with headphones, and 3D sound plugins turned off!
This is the first game I've played that makes such direct and purposeful use of 3D sound, and the entire industry could learn
from this. Sound is a powerful sense that's woefully underused in games, which are so focused on 3D sight. Hellblade is starting
to rectify this gaping hole in the narrative video game experience. Genuinely, if you can't or don't want to use headphones to
play Hellblade, then opt-out until you can, as playing without headphones is comparable to playing without color. I can't
recommend a game more than I recommend Hellblade. This is one that will be remembered for many years.. This is a must play.
Hellblade will take you on an emotional journey with a character that you will get to know on a deeply personal level. If you
allow this experience to immerse you, which isn't hard in Hellblade, you WILL feel what Senua feels on her epic personal quest.
First off, the VR implementation is shockingly well done. I was skeptical about a 3rd person view in VR, but Ninja Theory is
showing the industry how to do it right. Not once did I experience motion sickness, and the only awkwardness comes when the
character obscures the view, but Ninja Theory included options to offset the camera's position to help this and let you customize
it to your liking. It isn't the story of Senua specifically that makes this a landmark experience, it's the execution of the
storytelling. I've never played a game where I felt so emotionally tuned-in to a character than I did with Senua. Character acting
is legendary and the motion capture is perfect. Seeing these performances in VR is next-level amazing. Senua's presence is
intensely lifelike and this enhances empathy you feel for her, which only furthers the experience's greatest strength. This is one
of the few, maybe the only game I've played where combat sequences tie directly into the emotional journey with the character.
Senua is smaller and weaker than her imposing opponents and the sense of fear and fury is real. Some do not like the combat
aspect because it's not explicitly FUN, but I don't believe Hellblade's purpose is to be "fun", but rather to be a deeply emotional
journey and combat plays perfectly with this. Sound design is miraculous. I ABSOLUTELY IMPLORE anyone that plays to
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experience the whole game with headphones, and 3D sound plugins turned off! This is the first game I've played that makes
such direct and purposeful use of 3D sound, and the entire industry could learn from this. Sound is a powerful sense that's
woefully underused in games, which are so focused on 3D sight. Hellblade is starting to rectify this gaping hole in the narrative
video game experience. Genuinely, if you can't or don't want to use headphones to play Hellblade, then opt-out until you can, as
playing without headphones is comparable to playing without color. I can't recommend a game more than I recommend
Hellblade. This is one that will be remembered for many years.. Incredible VR experience; pure AAA. I hope Ninja Theory can
come up with some more jems like this one. It just goes to show that many of the most astonishing VR games are yet to come,
because this is miles ahead of most.. Downvoted for inexcusably lazy VR port. I'm fine with the game being a third person view;
I'm fine with not making use of the spatial tracking of motion controls; I can forgive the really weird switch to a 2D floating
screen for cinematics; but trying to play a VR game with a keyboard *that you can't see while wearing VR goggles* is just
ridiculous. It would have been trivial for the developers to map controller inputs to keyboard inputs, even without motion
tracking, but they just couldn't be bothered. Nor did they make any effort at all to implement known best practices for
mitigating motion sickness. Gameplay, puzzles, and storyline are OK, probably would have neither recommended nor warned
against the standard version.

gvgnAttenbtion! : fnvjDfnvljfn Suspicious glnvfDSnj;g activity vgnS;Dng was noticed lDjnv;VVV; on the V;V;V;;V;;V;
vfvjdfvlkjf developer's side. glvfdkj;g Perhaps vbg;dgi they're dkjbv;v;d making plans nvnvl to do nglnvn; something
gvgn;ngttnv;vt;n;nv;t; in the near nv;nt;jdfv;;vk;j;nD future.. First patch will be out tomorrow! : Greetings! The first of a series
of post-release patches will be live tomorrow. In the coming days we're going to continue to fix bugs and improve gameplay, and
we also have a big update planned for this Fall.. Patch 1.0.1 : Greetings! The first patch for Intelligence Trader is already
available. What's new? The following features have been added: Ability to view the agent profile before hiring; Opportunity to
get a negative balance was excluded; Option to speed up the in-game time. We have fixed: A number of bugs related to the
intelligence gathering; Bug with incorrect display of hired agents on the base; Bug with incorrect display of agents after their
returning to the base; Bug with incorrect display of news after restarting the game Another round of bug fixes is coming, as well
as German and Chinese languages.. Intelligence Trader Has Been Released! : Prepare to change the course of history.
Intelligence Trader is now available in Early Access! Lead a secret intelligence organization, train your agents, gather and sell
intels, and see what alternative historical events you can make happen. Next week we'll add Chinese, German and Portuguese
localizations, as well as achievements. If you'll meet any bugs, don't hesitate to tell us about them so we could fix them right
away.. Ancient Guardian Intelligence Trader Patch 1.0.3 : Greetings! Here is another patch that contains some more bugfixes
and improvements: Cropped screen issue fixed; Mission dates fixed; In-game time speed decreased; Bugs which caused the
game to freeze fixed.. Intelligence Trader - Out Soon! : Prepare to meet our new game! Intelligence Trader will be out soon!
Take on a role of the head of a secret spy agency. Plunge into the atmosphere of the Cold War era, witness the way of the
famous confrontation, from the Berlin crisis to the Charter of Paris, and try to change the history! Please subscribe and add the
game to your wishlist.We look forward to know what you think about our works! Dreambakers Team. Top Secret : Weve found
signs of changes in Steam. Object Intelligence Trader got a 75% discount. Our informants reported that acquiring Intelligence
Trader could bring closer its full release in 2019. Use this information wisely, agent.. Patch 1.0.2 : Greetings! We've just
released the second patch, which contains the following improvements: German and Chinese languages added; Mission progress
info added; Mission mechanics fixed and improved; Now you can open the screen of the country where the agent gathers
intelligence by clicking on the agent display area on the Status panel; Now you can see the agent profile by clicking on the photo
of the agent on the Status panel; Now in-game time doesn't slow down every time a new message or event appears.
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